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In this methodological note, we propose an algorithm for taking into account the specific vulnerabilities of women farmers to  
climate risks in agricultural resilience policies. This algorithm is BADOLO ClimGender algorithm, which is a specific tool of the 

Badolo’s resilience tools.  
 
In the proposed algorithm, the following dimensions of agriculture are considered:  
 

▪ e1 = agricultural production 
▪ e2 = agricultural income 
▪ e3= investments in the agricultural sector 

▪ e4= agricultural development infrastructure 
▪ e5 = Agricultural governance 

The BADOLO ClimGender algorithm is based on a series of subsets of information relating respectively to climate risk impacts, climate 

risks vulnerability and climate risks resilience. 

 

The first group of subsets of information is that of the impact chains of climate risks on agriculture :  

 

▪ ce1, chain of impacts of climate risks on agricultural production 

▪ ce2, chain of impacts of climate risks on agricultural income 

▪ ce3, chains of impacts of climate risks on investments in the agricultural sector  

▪ ce4, chains of impacts of climate risks on agricultural development infrastructure  

▪ ce5, chains of impacts of climate risks on agricultural governance  

 

The second group of subsets of information is the group of families of agricultural vulnerability factors  

to climate risks 

▪ vce1, family of vulnerability factors to be addressed to mitigate the ce1 impact chain 
▪ vce2, family of vulnerability factors to be addressed to mitigate the ce2 impact chain 

▪ vce3, family of vulnerability factors to be addressed to mitigate the ce3 impact chain 
▪ vce4, family of vulnerability factors to be addressed to mitigate the ce4 impact chain 
▪ vce5, family of vulnerability factors to be addressed to mitigate the ce5 impact chain 
 

The third group subsets of information includes the families of resilience solutions: 

 

▪ zce1, family of resilience solutions for the ce1 impact chain 

▪ zce2, family of resilience solutions for the ce2 impact chain 

▪ zce3, family of resilience solutions for the ce3 impact chain 

▪ zce4, family of resilience solutions for the ce4 impact chain 

▪ zce5, family of resilience solutions for the ce5 impact chain 

 

The fourth group of subsets of information is the group of the specific repercussions of the chains of impacts of climate risks on 

agriculture for women farmers: 

 

▪ fd1 = {specific economic repercussions of ce1, ce2, ce3, ce4 and ce5 for women farmers} 
▪ fd2 = {specific social repercussions of ce1, ce2, ce3, ce4 and ce5 for women farmers} 

▪ fd3 = {specific environmental repercussions of ce1, ce2, ce3, ce4 and ce5 for women farmers} 
▪ fd4= {specific institutional repercussions of ce1, ce2, ce3, ce4 and ce5 for women farmers} 
▪ fd5= {specific policy repercussions of ce1, ce2, ce3, ce4 and ce5 for women farmers} 
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The five families of specific repercussions fd1, fd2, fd3, fd4 and fd5 are used to establish the seven families  

of specific vulnerabilities of women farmers to climate risks:  

 

▪ vΩ1, family of specific economic vulnerability factors of women farmers to climate risks 

▪ vΩ2, family of specific social vulnerability factors of women farmers to climate risks 

▪ vΩ3, family of specific environmental vulnerability factors of women farmers to climate risks 

▪ vΩ4, family of specific scientific vulnerability factors of women farmers to climate risks 

▪ vΩ5, family of technological vulnerability factors specific to women farmers to climate risks 

▪ vΩ6, family of specific institutional vulnerability factors of women farmers to climate risks 

▪ vΩ7, family of specific political vulnerability factors of women farmers to climate risks  

 
 

The seven families of resilience solutions suggested by the seven families of vulnerability  

factors are: 

 

▪ zΩ1, family of specific economic resilience solutions to climate risks for women farmers 
▪ zΩ2, family of specific social resilience solutions to climate risks for women farmers 
▪ zΩ3, family of specific environmental resilience solutions to climate risks for women farmers  

▪ zΩ4, family of specific scientific resilience solutions to climate risks for women farmers 
▪ zΩ5, family of technological resilience solutions to climate risks for women farmers  
▪ zΩ6, family of specific institutional resilience solutions to climate risks for women farmers  
▪ zΩ7, family of specific political resilience solutions to climate risks for women farmers 

 
Figure (1) shows the decision support triangle for taking into account the specific vulnerabilities of women farmers in planning the 

resilience of agriculture to climate risks. In practice, the Climprospect method (www.cres-edu.org) can be used to develop families of 

information for taking into account the specific vulnerabilities of women in agricultural resilience processes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ce1, ce2, ce3, ce4, ce5, fd1, fd2, fd3, fd4, fd5 

vce1, vce2, vce3, vce4, vce5, vΩ1, vΩ2, vΩ3, vΩ4, vΩ5, vΩ6, vΩ7 

zce1, zce2, zce3, zce4, zce5, zΩ1, zΩ2, zΩ3, zΩ4, zΩ5, 

zΩ5, zΩ6, zΩ7 

Figure (1) : Triangle risques climatiques femmes agricultrices et résilience 


